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MRSA, VRE, CRE, C-Diff, TB and Influenza are worrying
medical issues, especially in hospitals and healthcare
facilities.  These pathogens, along with the increasing danger
of  antibiotic-resistance, are a constant concern for infection
control teams.  All of the above are developing varying levels
of resistance to vancomyn, carbapenem and other traditional
generic antibiotic treatments.

Disinfection of equipment and of entire rooms, especially
high-burden areas where patients, staff and visitors are at
risk from such things as TB contagions, is generally
undertaken using traditional cleaning methods only.

It is the responsibility of  infection control teams to
investigate all avenues of additional protection against the
above issues.

In Thailand alone there are approximately 40,000 patients
and 13,000 deaths from Tuberculosis (TB) each year (Office
of Policy and Strategy, 2010).

USA studies (Health Grades Hospital Quality, 2011) have
shown there are over 40,000 harmful and/or lethal medical
errors every day, resulting in one in twenty-five patients
suffering from an unnecessary Hospital Acquired Infection
(HAI).

Equally at risk are the very important hospital staff on the
front line who are subjected to pathogens on a daily basis.
Young, healthy staff members can become carriers of
diseases and unknowingly transport harmful pathogens to
other areas placing many others at risk.

Ultraviolet Germicidal Irradiation (UVGI) is the use of
ultraviolet energy to kill or inactivate viral, bacterial and
fungal pathogens.  Lethal doses of UV are emitted in the UV-C
wavelength (254.7 nanometers).

UV-C is an excellent steriliser and disinfection agent because
at 254.7 nanometers, the energy emitted by our UVGI
equipment permanently damages the DNA of pathogens so
that they may not reproduce, rendering them harmless.

UV-C is especially lethal to organisms such as; Methicillin-
Resistant Staphylococcus Aureus (MRSA), Vancomycin-
Resistant Enterococci (VRE), Carbapenem-Resistant
Enterobacteriaceae (CRE), Clostridium Difficile (C-Diff),
Tuberculosis (TB) and influenza.

UV-C is equally efficient at destroying either airborne
pathogens or surface-dwelling organisms.

“ (Symposium on Upper Room UVGI Toward International
Application Guidelines; Harvard School of Public Health, 2011)
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Clean Air (Thailand) has been in business since 2007 and has
operated in a range of business sectors including hotels and
hospitality, factories and food processing, logistics
warehousing, commercial kitchens and healthcare facilities.

In addition to designing and manufacturing bespoke systems,
we are always on hand to provide essential service,
maintenance and support to all our customers.

Although UVGI has several uses, it’s most important
application is to reduce the level of harmful pathogens in
high-burden settings, especially those areas dealing with the
risk of drug-resistant disease.  Additionally, patients with very
low immune systems, such as those receiving chemotherapy,
need the protection of UVGI.

UVGI is often the most practical and cost-effective
supplement to traditional methods of disinfection and
sanitisation both in terms of installation cost, relative ease
of installation and operating costs; including maintenance.

It is well known that TB and measles are spread primarily by
airborne methods and that most other respiratory diseases
are spread by a combination of large-droplet contact and
true airborne particles.  Our range of UVGI equipment is
capable of reducing the dangers both airborne and surface-
dwelling pathogens.

Philips  design and manufacture the ‘Specialist Ultraviolet
Lighting’ range of TUV lamps, which create UV-C energy at a
near-optimal 254.7nm by electrical discharge through a
low-pressure gas (5% mercury) enclosed in a quartz tube that
prevents ozone being generated.

Philips has been at the forefront of medical UV systems for
many decades and the brand is renowned for its quality,
warranty and longevity.  Average tube lifetime efficiency is
9,000 hours, or one year of continuous use, before
replacement is required.

The extensive portfolio of UV lamps and drivers allows
flexibility in system design and application.  This means that
although this document contains a list of standard UV
systems we are able to produce efficient solutions by creating
tailor-made lamp configurations when required.

How Can UVGI Help in Your Healthcare Facility?

Philips Specialist Ultraviolet Lighting

PHILIPS
Specialist Ultraviolet Lighting

Areas of a healthcare facility that would benefit from the
addition of UVGI include:
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Current infection control measures usually revolve
around extra cleaning - ONE layer of protection

Introducing UVGI into the process increases layers
of protection!



TRiCS Total Room Infection Control System

Owing to the well documented efficacy of UVGI, there is an
increasing need to add the use of UV-C energy to traditional
methods of decontaminating and sanitising high-burden
areas of healthcare facilities.

Critical areas of healthcare facilities are generally cleaned
using different types of chemicals and are prone to
potentially fatal human error.

When dealing with pathogens such as; MRSA, CRE, VRE, TB,
C-Diff and influenza it is essential that every available
preventative measure has been utilised to prevent harm to
patients, staff and visitors.  Incorporating the TRiCS Total
Room Infection Control System shows a dedication and
commitment to the implementation of innovative and
effective state-of-the-art equipment.

Patient outcomes, including post-operative processes free
of an elevated risk of HAI, should be of utmost importance
to all healthcare management staff.  The effectiveness of
UV-C at controlling and eradicating the risks associated with
harmful pathogens are a welcome aid for infection control
teams.

In addition to the above there are also financial incentives
available by using the TRiCS in the form of greatly reduced
incidences of nosocomial infection costs.

Upper Air UVGI Systems
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Philips Specialist
Lighting Technology

Effective Against ALL
Pathogens

Sanitises Both Air and
Surfaces

Reduces Incidences of
Human Error



Effective

Placed centrally inside a room, the Trics unit emits
powerful UV-C energy and provides 360o protection.

The system fits seamlessly into current cleaning and
disinfection processes allowing infection control
staff additional time to attend to other essential
sanitisation functions elsewhere.

Careful attention needs to be given to areas in
‘shade’ that do no receive UV-C energy.  These
areas will not benefit from the sanitising rays and
require manual sanitisation; our Handheld
Sanitising system pictured below is suitable for
these areas

Safety Powerful User Friendly

Four motion sensors, covering a 360o
radius, protect users if they enter an
area when the unit is in operation.

The motion sensors perform an
immediate and total shutdown of the
system.

24 powerful Philips tubes give the Trics
unit a very quick ‘kill rate’ of pathogens.

An example of this power is at a
distance of 1-metre, the MRSA
pathogen is neutralised in under a
minute.

A user-friendly control panel is included
with every Trics unit.

Cleaning staff can easily move from
room to room and use the pre-
programmed settings that ensure
effectiveness every time.

The Trics unit is portable, quick and easy to use by cleaning staff and
reduces the need for potentially harmful chemicals.

User data history is stored for management to assess the system’s use
and tube life is 9,000 hours.



Upper Air UVGI Systems

Although Upper Air UVGI has several applications, its most
important use is as an adjunct to other ventilation measures
in the reduction of tuberculosis transmission in high-burden
settings.

High-risk procedure areas, such as
bronchoscopy, sputum induction, joint
replacement, administration of aerosolised
medications etc., are also critical settings where
airborne pathogens are of concern.

Upper Air UVGI systems may also be used in
waiting rooms, patient rooms, emergency
departments, corridors, central areas and other
avenues of infection where persons with
undiagnosed TB could potentially contaminate
the air.

In situations where airborne infection cannot be
adequately controlled by reducing transmission
at the source, or by increasing expenditure on
mechanical ventilation, Upper Air UVGI systems
become an essential tool in the battle against the spread of
pathogens.

Upper Air UVGI systems are often the most practical way to
supplement mechanical ventilation both in terms of
installation cost, relative ease of installation and operation
costs, including maintenance.

The cost of implementing Upper Air UVGI systems is not
difficult to justify, given that a single preventable case of drug
resistance may prove fatal, may spread to others (including
high-value staff members) and require 18 months to 2 years
of expensive and poorly-tolerated treatment.

Infectious risk should be defined not only by
frequency of transmission and numbers of
people infected but also by the severity and
consequences of those infections.  For example,
pandemic influenza or the increase in drug-
resistant patients arriving undocumented from
less well-equipped countries, may be rare but
may have severe consequences medically,
emotionally and politically; for example MERS.

Our range of Upper Air UVGI systems offer many
different combinations to suit many different
applications.  All UVGI systems use Philips
Specialist Ultraviolet Lighting equipment, which
is a guarantee of effectiveness, power and
stability.

All systems are tailored to suit the clients requirements after
calculations are made that take into consideration;
temperature and humidity, room size, airflow and other
essential information.

Service and maintenance programs are available for all of our
UVGI range.

MH-UA-W Model
Placed above the patient, this upper air unit
provides protection  against contagious and

high-burden occupants



MH-UA-360 Model
Placed centrally in the ceiling, this upper air
unit provides protection in a 360o radius

Placement of the Upper Air UVGI
range of units is critical to ensure total
coverage.

A number of environmental
conditions are taken into
consideration when planning
placement such as; air movement,
temperature, humidity, room
dimensions and type of HVAC system
in operation.

The diagram on the right represents
how the different units (90o, 180o,
360o and Wall Mounted), when
positioned correctly, give complete
‘upper air’ coverage of an operating
theatre.

Positioning of the units takes into
account the diminishing power of the
unit at greater distances.

All units are designed to be installed
at a height of at least 9 feet (2.74
metres) and their design includes
specially manufactured louvre's that
direct potentially harmful UV-C light
across the upper level of the space
and away from occupants.

Overhead View of Operating Theatre Showing All Upper Air Units

90o Corner Units Wall Mounted Units

360o & 180o Units All Units = Total Coverage



Poor indoor environments influence the health, performance
and safety of occupants.  Many existing ventilation systems
have dirty and fouled cooling coils, drain pans and plenums
that have been subjected to the growth of pathogens
including, viruses, bacteria, yeasts and molds.  Air passing
over dirty coils, drain pans and plenums is likely to be
contaminated and could fail to provide adequate indoor air
quality - especially important in healthcare settings.  This can
be especially troublesome for allergy sufferers.

Microorganism and pathogen growth can also increase
air-flow resistance, and reduce heat transfer, lowering the
capacity and efficiency of the cooling system.  Manually
cleaning the cooling coils is a laborious process that only
temporarily removes contaminants.

Using our range of modular UV-C systems, with the UV
energy being produced by Philips lamps designed specifically
for this purpose, provides continuous, cost-effective
protection against the spread of airborne pathogens that
easily grow on the cooling coil’s surface.

Expensive HEPA filtration has long-been an essential for
healthcare facilities, and effective in trapping dust, pollen
and other particles but it is the wet surface of the cooling coil
that becomes the major incubation site for harmful
pathogens.  Filtration alone cannot combat this risk.

CoilClean Infection Control Barrier (for AHU)

Currently in use in medical facilities in Bangkok, our CoilClean
UVGI system has proven successful at removing 99%+ of
surface contaminants on the cooling coil surface.
Measurements were taken using the Hygiena SystemSure
swabbing unit before and after installation and witnessed by
engineering management of the facility.

Another benefit of the CoilClean UVGI system is the ability
to return the cooling coil to it’s original design specifications.
Years of neglect with regard to cleaning the coil results in a
gradual decrease in the effectiveness of the coil to
adequately ‘condition’ the air.  Even after a short period of
21 days, the CoilClean system will remove 99%+ of biofilm
(the layer of ‘slime’ containing mold, microorganisms and
pathogens) allowing more humidity to be removed from the
air on each pass made over the coil.

As well as providing lethal doses of UV-C to the pathogens
on the coil’s surface, once the aluminium surface of the coil
is returned to it’s original state of cleanliness it can begin to
attack the problem of humidity experienced in SE Asia and
lower the Dew Point, allowing building occupants to breathe
‘fresher’ air.

With the Philips tube life of 9,000 hours, engineers no longer
need to schedule cleaning as the CoilClean system is working
24/7 on their behalf.



Over time the surface of any evaporator coil will attract a
‘biofilm’ of microorganisms, mold, pathogens and other
contaminants.

Pathogens are then distributed through the HVAC system.

Installation of the CoilClean Infection Control Barrier begins to
work the moment the system’s powerful Philips UV-C tubes are
switched on.

Immediate benefits are an increased heat transfer and a
significant reduction in airborne pathogens.
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After approximately 21 days, 99%+ of the biofilm is killed by the
UV-C energy and new contaminants cannot begin to grow on
the surface of the evaporator coil.

Contaminants are killed by the UV-C energy and condensate
water from the coil ‘wash away’ the dead matter into the drain.

Now that the surface of the evaporator coil is free of any
biofilm, the HVAC system can be returned to almost design
specifications.

Air being delivered to occupants served by the HVAC system will
now be much cleaner and safer to breathe.

Air containing pathogens, contaminants and mold spore is returned to the Air Handling Unit (AHU) and
passes across a contaminant-free cooling coil.  Clean, fresh air is then delivered to occupants.



The IFC-FCU range of UVGI equipment is
installed in front of smaller fan coil units
(FCU), such as the types used in patient
rooms and smaller areas that can also be
served by larger central air handling units.

Re-circulated air in large buildings can be
passed across pathogen-free cooling coils
that use the CoilClean system.  Additional
protection against the spread of pathogens
in high-burden settings (isolation rooms
etc) benefit from the addition of smaller
version of the CoilClean system (the IFC-
FCU system).

Enclosed UV System

Perfect for spaces such as elevators or enclosed areas where direct
UV-C light would be harmful for occupants.

The unit contains Philips UV-C tubes and uses fans to pass air
continually across these tubes inside the specially-designed, reflective
interior of the structure.

Air is constantly recycled through the system due to the airflow
mechanism, delivering pathogen-free, clean air to occupants of the
setting.
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Air containing pathogens, microbial
matter, mold spore and other
contaminants is drawn into the
Enclosed UV System 1
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Contaminated air travels through the
unit receiving fatal doses of UV-C
energy along the way.  3 powerful
Philips tubes provide the energy

Clean, contaminant-free air is emitted
from the unit, which is perfect for
elevators, waiting rooms, patient
rooms and consultation rooms.1
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UV Light Fixtures

UV Floor Sanitisers
The simple-to-understand effect of gravity alone will always
place the floor of any healthcare setting at risk of collecting
harmful microorganisms.

General cleaning and vacuuming of floor surfaces may not
be sufficient to eradicate harmful pathogens, especially with
frequent foot traffic constantly adding to the problem by
continually introducing bacteria, viruses and mold from
outdoors.

Our units are available in two sizes, suitable for large areas
or smaller, more difficult to clean areas.

Mounted into the ceiling, our range of UV Light Fixtures can
‘bathe’ an area in high-powered UV-C light overnight (while
no personnel are present) ensuring a sterile environment
upon starting every working day.

Using TUV Philips UV-C tubes and high-polish reflectors these
units are a low-cost, low-maintenance and permanent fixture
capable of eradicating the growth pathogens while the area
is closed to personnel and patients.

The units sterilise both air and surfaces.

UV Door Barrier

Handheld UV Sanitiser
This hand-held item of equipment is perfect for smaller,
hard-to-clean areas (computer keyboards, high-traffic
buttons in elevators etc).

Lightweight, powerful and containing Philips UV-C lamps, the
UV Wand can be used in multiple areas by cleaning staff in
settings where it might be inappropriate to use chemicals.

Decontamination is quickly and efficiently achieved by
supplying lethal doses of UV-C energy to surface-dwelling
microorganisms.

Designed to be mounted above and to the sides of doorways,
the modular UV Door Barrier units create a ‘curtain’ of
germicidal energy that help control the transmission of
pathogens between settings.

The manufacture of the equipment includes deep-set
louvre's that direct a narrow band of UV-C energy safely
across doorways in critical areas.

Personnel pass through the UV Door Barriers in less than one
second, therefore no protective clothing or equipment is
necessary.
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